"Landing Cargo, James Town Beach, Accra."

Title: "Landing Cargo, James Town Beach, Accra."
Alternate title: Landing cargo, James Town Beach, Accra.
Ref. number: D-30.01.009
Subject: [Geography]: Africa {continent}: Ghana {modern state}: Ghana {mission districts}: Accra {mission district}: Accra {place}: Jamestown {place}
[Themes]: environment: physical environment: beach: beach scene
[Themes]: travel and transport: means and types of transport: boat: landing barge
[Themes]: travel and transport: infrastructure: landing place
[Themes]: economy and daily life: trade: trading goods
[Themes]: travel and transport: travel and transport - general: transport
[Themes]: travel and transport: means and types of transport: wheelbarrow
[Themes]: economy and daily life: economy - general: worker m
[Themes]: economy and daily life: industry: workpiece
Social life, street scenes, religions.

Type: Still Image

Format: [Format]: 13.7cm x 19.8cm
[Process]: b/w positive, paper print, albumen
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